
S. King ‘Salem’s Lot’ 

1. rambling  51. to reply  

2. to travel in fits and 

starts 

 52. to surprise  

3. a destination  53. to lean forward  

4. a success  54. awful  

5. gratifying  55. to intend to do  

6. to concern  56. a nightmare  

7. a surrounding area  57. obscured  

8. a darkness  58. a roof  

9. an inclination  59. to dream  

10. perpetual  60. a belly  

11. to refuse  61. sunglasses  

12. to raise the topic  62. to tremble  

13. from time to time  63. to glance  

14. deliberately  64. a recognition  

15. doubtful  65. familiar  

16. to scream  66. dismay  

17. to offer  67. to recapture  

18. in advance  68. to be amazed  

19. to cross the border  69. a gate  

20. a noise  70. to surround  

21. to consist of  71. a difference  

22. to attend  72. haphazardly  

23. an intention  73. a sinister look  

24. a hope  74. a snowfall  

25. probably  75. a hallway  

26. to grow up  76. wallpapers  

27. to disappear  77. an indifference  

28. rapidly  78. to observe  

29. empty  79. currently  

30. apparently  80. an elm  

31. uninhabited  81. an eyebrow  

32. to entertain  82. an intention  

33. to hint  83. a ghost  

34. a reason  84. to replace  

35. previous  85. to hesitate  

36. a match сірник 86. natural  

37. to return  87. a fate  

38. a drugstore  88. helpless  

39. an unwillingness  89. a mortal  

40. an inability  90. honestly  

41. a research  91. a library  

42. to drop out of sight  92. to drive smb crazy  

43. a grave  93. to look for sth  

44. a vote  94. vaguely  

45. to attend  95. gently  

46. a priest  96. abruptly  

47. a confession  97. a payment  

48. wrinkles  98. in advance  

49. a service  99. a napkin  

50. to discuss  100. a graveyard  

 


